
CROCHET PATTERN

Fergus the Monster
Design: @bisgaardmette | Hobbii Design
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MATERIALS
Honey Bunny
2 skeins of Shamrock (104)
1 skein of Jungle Green (111)
1 skein of White (01)
1 skein of Black (124)

Crochet hook 6 mm
Stitch marker
Stuffing
Tapestry needle

YARN QUALITY
Honey Bunny, Hobbii

100% Polyester
100 g = 120 meters

ABBREVIATIONS
S = stitch
MR = magic ring
SC = single crochet
Sl st = slip stitch
Ch = chain
Inc = increase (2 stitches in the same stitch)
Dec = decrease (2 stitches together)
( ) = number of stitches after ended round
* * = repeat

SIZE
One size

MEASUREMENTS
Height: approx. 30 cm / 11.8 inches

PATTERN INFORMATION
Fergus is the sweetest and craziest monster
with big, curious eyes and lovely spiky hair.
He is crocheted in the soft Honey Bunny from
the top down. His cute, curly hair is made
with loop stitches which means you choose
how long you want his hair to be.

This pattern can be made by beginners but
be aware that it is hard to see the stitches in
this yarn so it is not recommended as your
very first project.

TECHNIQUE VIDEOS
Loop stitch: https://youtu.be/aMa04OxbWEY
Bobble stitch:   https://youtu.be/6gddbhj8htk

HASHTAGS FOR SOCIAL MEDIA
#hobbiidesign
#hobbiifergus

BUY THE YARN HERE
https://shop.hobbii.com/fergus-the-monster

QUESTIONS
If you have any questions regarding this pattern, please feel free to email us at
support@hobbii.com
Please make sure to include the pattern's name and number.

Happy Crafting!
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Pattern

INFO AND TIPS
It is a good idea to use a stitch marker to mark the first stitch of the round, as it can be
difficult to see the stitches in this yarn.

Loop stitch = pull the yarn out a bit with your left finger, insert the hook through the stitch,
pick up the thread that is behind the finger. Pull the thread through the stitch = 2 loops on
the hook. Yarn over the hook as usual and pull through both loops on the hook.
Recommendation: Feel free to make loops in different lengths so they are not similar.

2 loop stitches have been
done here

Bobble stitch = 5 unfinished double crochets in the same stitch. After the last stitch, yarn over
and pull through all 6 loops on the hook.

HEAD, BODY AND LEGS
Color: Shamrock (104)

Rnd 1: 6 sc in a MR (6), ch 1, turn
Rnd 2: 2 loop stitches in each st (12), join with 1 sl st, ch 1, turn
Rnd 3: 1 sc in each st (12), join with 1 sl st, ch 1, turn
Rnd 4: *1 sc, 2 loop stitches in next st* x 6 (18), join with 1 sl st, ch 1, turn
Rnd 5: 1 sc in each st (18), DON’T join with 1 sl st but continue in the next st
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Rnd 6: *2 sc, inc* x 6 (24)
Rnd 7: *3 sc, inc* x 6 (30)
Rnd 8: *2 sc, inc, 2 sc* x 6 (36)
Rnd 9: *5 sc, inc* x 6 (42)
Rnd 10: *3 sc, inc, 3 sc* x 6 (48)
Rnds 11-12: 1 sc in each st (48)
Rnd 13: *7 sc, inc* x 6 (54)
Rnds 14-15: 1 sc in each st (54)
Rnd 16: *4 sc, inc, 4 sc* x 6 (60)
Rnds 17-24: 1 sc in each st (60)
Rnd 25: *4 sc, dec, 4 sc* x 6 (54)
Rnd 26: 1 sc in each st (54)
Rnd 27: *7 sc, dec* x 6 (48)
Rnd 28: 1 sc in each st (48)
Rnd 29: *3 sc, dec, 3 sc* x 6 (42)
Rnds 30-31: 1 sc in each st (42)

Now for the legs.
There are 42 stitches in the round, 20 stitches for each leg and 2 stitches to close between
the legs. Count 20 stitches and place a stitch marker in the 21st stitch (see image 1).
Make 1 sc through both the front and the back of the body in the marked stitch so the two
sides are closed in the middle (see image 2).
Now finish off one of the legs (see image 3):
Rnds 1-3: 1 sc in each st (20)
Rnd 4: *3 sc, dec* x 4 (16)
Rnd 5: 1 sc in each st (16)
Rnd 6: dec, 5 sc, dec, 7 sc (14)
Rnd 7: 1 sc in each st (14)
Rnd 8: *dec* x 7 (7)
Rnd 9: 1 sc, *dec* x 3 (4)
Thread a tapestry needle with the yarn and pull the needle through each front loop of the
last 4 stitches. Finally, carefully tighten the yarn so the hole closes.
Fasten off well.
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Image 1 Image 2 Image 3

Now for the other leg.

Add the yarn in the first stitch on the other leg and follow rnds 1-5 of the leg.
Now fasten off your starting yarn tail. You may use it to close any small gaps that have
appeared between the legs. Now stuff the body and the first leg.
Follow rnds 6-8 of the leg.
Stuff the body and the legs completely before you fasten off.
Follow rnd 9 of the leg.

Thread a tapestry needle with the yarn and pull the needle through each front loop of the
last 4 stitches. Finally, carefully tighten the yarn so the hole closes.
Fasten off well.

EYES
Make 2. Begin with the color Black (124)

Rnd 1: 6 sc in a MR (6)
Change to color Shamrock (104)
Rnd 2: *inc* x 6 (12)
Change to color White (01)
Rnd 3: *1 sc, inc* x 6 (18)
Rnd 4: *inc, 2 sc* x 6 (24)
Rnds 5-6: 1 sc in each st (24)
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Fasten off and leave a long tail for sewing. Remember to weave in all ends beforehand.
The eye is sewn onto the head 5 rounds from the hairline and with 2 stitches between them. Stuff
the eye a bit before you fasten off completely.

ARMS
Make 2 in the color Shamrock (104)

Rnd 1: 6 sc in a MR (6)
Rnd 2: *inc* x 6 (12)
Rnd 3: *1 sc, inc* x 6 (18)
Rnd 4: *1 sc, inc, 1 sc* x 6 (24)
Rnd 5: 1 sc in each st (24)
Rnd 6: 7 sc, 1 bobble stitch, 16 sc (24)
Rnd 7: 1 sc in each st (24)
Rnd 8: 8 sc, dec, 10 sc, *dec* x 2 (21)
Rnd 9: 7 sc, dec, 8 sc, *dec* x 2 (18)
Rnd 10: 1 sc in each st (18)
Rnd 11: *1 sc, dec* x 6 (12)
Rnds 12-16: 1 sc in each st (12)
Fasten off and leave a long tail for sewing. Only stuff the hand itself, not the arm. The arms
are sewn onto the body approx. in the middle of both sides with the thumb pointing to the
front.

SMALL SPOT
Make 2 in the color Jungle Green (111)

Rnd 1: 6 sc in a MR (6)
Rnd 2: *inc* x 6 (12)
Fasten off and leave a long tail for sewing.

LARGE SPOT
Make 1 in the color Jungle Green (111)

Rnd 1: 6 sc in a MR (6)
Rnd 2: *inc* x 6 (12)
Rnd 3: *inc, 1 sc* x 6 (18)
Rnd 4: *2 sc, inc* x 6 (24)
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Fasten off and leave a long tail for sewing.

The spots are sewn onto the body wherever you want them to be placed.

MOUTH
Embroider the mouth on the face with the color Black (124) across approx. 17 stitches and
approx. 3 rounds under the eyes.

TEETH
Embroider two teeth with the color White (01) on top of the mouth. You may want to go
over the mouth again with a couple of stitches so it stands out more.
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Your monster is now finished!

Enjoy!
Mette Bisgaard
@bisgaardmette
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